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What’s Inside?  
  (Ctrl-Click on the headings below to jump to section) 

President’s Corner: OneUSDA 

General Vice-President – Shawn Patterson 

National News and Reports 
• Telework MOU Implementation 
• More Negotiations Pending 

Changes to Performance Management based on implementing (DR) 4040-430 
Implementing Weather and Safety Leave 

• Help Wanted! 
Monitoring membership reports each pay period 
Updating email list of all members 
Assisting with this newsletter 
Negotiations Committee 

• IAM to form Machinists Veterans Council 
• Donate for members and Federal employees affected by disasters: 

NFFE FSC Executive Board Decisions 
• Appointments of Representatives 

Council representative for the Civil Rights realignment/reorganization 
Council Negotiations Committee 
Weather, Safety, and Leave Negotiations 
Performance Management Departmental Regulation Negotiations: 

• Financial Decisions 
Reimbursement of Expenses for one official to attend NFFE Organizing & Strategic Meeting 
Authorization to pay travel expenses and lost wages for recruiting effort for NFFE Local 1968 

Regional Reports from NFFE FSC Vice Presidents 
• Region 1 – Terri Anderson – Training update and Positive Work Environment 
• Region 6 – Lisa Wolfe – MA Training and Space Wars 
• Region 9 – Robin McCartney – Help with Harassment Complaints, PPPs, and Performance 
• Region 10 – Nancy Soriano – R10 Partnership Council Abolished and other activities 

Leave Recipients 
NFFE Local 2195 President Sandra Carpenter 
NFFE Local 2196 member Jeri Corbitt 
NFFE Local 2165 Chief Steward for RO Leon Lavigne 
NFFE Local 276 member Steve Mauch 
NFFE Local 2198 President April Moore 
NFFE Local 1968 member Christine Pyle 

What we are Reading and Watching 
• FS Sexual Harassment in the news, again 



• Firefighters Face Certain Risk for Uncertain Rewards 
• Public and Civil Service 

• The Gutting of the Federal Civil Service (interview with author) 
• Think Tanks and Public Service 
• Civil Service Reform – National Academy for Public Administration (NAPA) 

• Unions and wages 
• Firefighting and Fatigue 
• Effect of FS Budget Cuts on Communities 
• Prosecution of Labor Unions 

President’s Corner: OneUSDA 
January 2018 started with an all USDA announcement from the Secretary about an announcement about 
OneUSDA.  The OneUSDA announcement came with the announcement of changes to USDA-wide telework 
policy, and thus, it was somewhat overshadowed by widespread concern about the telework issues.  It was 
this USDA direction that forced us to negotiate the changes to telework policy that are reported below in 
this issue of This Month in the Council.  But the Telework change was just the first OneUSDA change to be 
publicly rolled out, and efforts continue to eliminate the unique administrative and work environment 
cultures of the USDA subordinate agencies.   

The February OneUSDA announcement brought significant policy changes to Labor Relations procedures in 
the Agency.  The Forest Service-NFFE relationship has been somewhat insulated from these changes because 
the Master Agreement is in place through December 2019.  Unfortunately, the aspect that has not been 
protected by our Master Agreement is the collaborative labor-management relationship that has been built 
over decades in the Agency.  Management has withdrawn from all Partnership Councils and they have 
stopped working collaboratively to resolve issues at the Local, Regional, and National level.  The Union does 
not believe that this serves the employees, the Agency, or the public.  Especially in these days of trying to 
address workplace harassment and retaliation, the Union believes a strong working relationship between the 
Union and management is necessary to get to the root of the issues, yet the Union has been largely excluded 
from these conversations. 

In March, OneUSDA brought focus on how Civil Rights and EEO complaints were to be handled through a 
USDA-level reporting structure.  Continued efforts that fall under the OneUSDA umbrella that have been 
announced recently include: 

• Consolidation of a number of IT functions at the USDA Mission Area level.  We anticipate that some of 
the FS IT employees will be reassigned to USDA, but plans are still unclear about who will be 
affected.  As late as July of this year, employees were expecting this to take several years.  We are 
now being told that it should be accomplished by the end of the year. 

• Centralization of Acquisition Management.  This is still under development, and we do not know what 
the final plans will be.  As I understand it, this is a centralization at the Forest Service level, but I am 
skeptical enough to know that once centralized, it is not difficult to simply reassign to USDA, if such 
a move were ever desired. 

• Changes to email addresses.  All USDA employees will be going to @USDA.gov addresses.  While this is 
a minor change, employees in the Forest Service are concerned about the loss of identity that comes 
with the loss of the @fs.fed.us addresses, as well as the costs and loss of work-related contacts 
associated with changing email addresses.   

• Policy changes that are being rolled out such as upcoming change to Performance Management 
policy, which USDA is not allowing to be modified by subordinate agencies.  In the past, USDA 
provided broad administrative guidance, and agencies implemented in a way that worked within 
their workforce.  Now USDA is providing much more detailed directives, and although the Union is 



permitted to negotiate with the Forest Service over these 
policies, Forest Service management is being told that USDA 
does not find it palatable for the Agency to agree to 
something that does not comply with the USDA directives.  
(For those familiar with labor relations, this is the difference 
between “negotiable” and “acceptable.” – At the end of 
October, union officials attending the Collective Bargaining 
Training will hear all about the difference!) 

The Secretary’s vision of OneUSDA, coupled with a major effort to 
change how the Forest Service does the primary business of land 
management (See TMIC from August 2018), is bringing a rate of 
change to the Forest Service that has never occurred in my almost 
27 years with the Agency.  The Union is working hard to ensure that 
bargaining unit employee concerns are addressed in these changes, 
but it is hard to keep up with so much happening so fast.  This is 
especially true as fewer and fewer employees are stepping forward 
to help represent their fellow employees in turbulent times, but 
that’s a tale for another day.  For now, read on to see what your 
Union has been up to lately, as well as a couple opportunities for 
ways that you can help out. 

General Vice-President – Shawn Patterson 
Here is a bit of what I’ve been working on and preparing for during 
September as the Council Vice-President: 

• I will be attending the Collective Bargaining Training Oct 27 – 
Nov 2 in Hollywood Maryland. 

• I have been assisting the Civilian Conservation Corp with 
Negotiation Preparation. 

• I have also assisted multiply CVPs and Local Presidents with 
various issues throughout September. 

• I have been Helping Gary Johanson NFFE Business Rep 
prepping for Recruitment Drives in Portland OR, area in 
region 6  Oct 14 – 19. 

• A majority of mine time this last month was Prep work for 
Negotiations. Please National News for updates on 
Negotiations Topics. 

I would like to close with a BIG “THANK YOU” to Randy Myer (FL2066), Erin Kidwell (FL1968), and Ken 
Dinsmore (FL0251) for their work negotiating the Telework Memorandum of Understanding.  They were 
given a very difficult task, in a very difficult climate, yet they were able to address some of the most 
significant concerns we heard from bargaining unit employees when we surveyed earlier this year.   

National News and Reports 

Telework MOU Implementation 

Hopefully, by now all employees have heard that the Union signed an MOU with the Forest Service that 
provides procedures for employees to seek exceptions based on previous arrangements or promises made 

Important reminders about 
TSP: 

• The first 3% of income you 
put in TSP is matched 
dollar for dollar.  The next 
2% is matched 50 cents for 
each dollar.  Where else 
could you invest 5% of 
your income and get a 90% 
return on the investment 
immediately?  Don’t lose 
out on this important 
benefit. 

• The maximum TSP 
contribution for 2018 is 
$18,500 for employees 
under 50 years old. 

• Employees 50 years or 
older (including those who 
turn 50 in 2018) can 
contribute an additional 
$6,000 in “catch up” 
contributions for a total of 
up-to $24,500 to TSP in 
2018. 

You can adjust your TSP 
deduction amount through 
the Employee Personal Page 
(EPP). 

Don’t shortchange 
your retirement 

Contribute to your TSP! 

http://www.nffe-fsc.org/?news
https://www.nfc.usda.gov/EPPS/index.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fepps
https://www.nfc.usda.gov/EPPS/index.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fepps


related to teleworking.  It also permits employees on flexible work schedules to telework up to 12 hours per 
week. The three main points to the agreement are: 

1. Bargaining unit employees on flexible work schedules to telework up to 12 hours per week, 
including time before or after reporting to the office (i.e. telework doesn’t have to be all on one 
day).  

2. Working from an alternate agency office is not considered telework. 
3. Employees who believe that their position was virtual when they were selected for it or that they 

were offered telework as part of their acceptance of their position may request a waiver to the 
limitations to telework.  However, to do so, a request for a waiver and documentation of the 
virtual position or acceptance agreement must be submitted no later than October 22, 2018. 

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and the guidance developed by the Union and Management is 
attached.  The MOU can also be found on the HRM website at: 
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/telework/index.php  

More Negotiations Pending 

The Forest Service Council has received two new proposals regarding 
national changes that the Agency intends to make.  Both of these changes 
are the result of changes that are being directed based on changes in law or 
USDA policy. Below are brief summary of changes the agency wants to 
implement. 

Changes to Performance Management based on implementing (DR) 4040-
430  

Lead Negotiator: Renee Crawford, FL1753 

Key Proposed Changes in Performance Management 

• Requires plans to define standards and measures for the Exceeds Fully Successful level  
• Includes new criteria for both “Fully Successful” and “Exceeds Fully Successful” standards  
• Requires Rating Officials to hold quarterly reviews with employees, rather than one mid-year 

review 
• Requires employees to submit a year end accomplishment report, rather than just 

“encouraging” them to do so 
• Reduces the amount of time that employees have to improve performance deficiencies 

(formerly known as Performance Improvement Period, now called Demonstration Opportunity) 
• Requires supervisors to initiate a performance-based action within seven days from the end of 

a failed Demonstration Opportunity 
• Emphasizes that a rating of record must be given if it’s due during the demonstration 

opportunity, and that it can’t be changed if the employee later demonstrates acceptable 
performance. (Currently, employees are not given an unsatisfactory performance rating until 
they have been given a performance improvement period/demonstration opportunity.) 

Implementing Weather and Safety Leave 
Lead Negotiator: Sean Thomas 

Proposed Changes in Weather Safety and Leave:  The new act and regulations create a new 
category of paid leave, known as “weather and safety leave” employees may be authorized to use 
this leave if conditions prevent them from safely traveling to and performing work from an approved 
location. In the past, “administrative leave” may have been used for this purpose. However, under 
the new act, employees with telework agreements must reasonably be able to anticipate these 
conditions and take appropriate steps or actions to be telework ready. If they fail to do so, they are 
not eligible for weather and safety leave. 

Leave Scheduling Reminder 

If you are in a Use-or-Lose 
Leave situation make sure you 
schedule your leave no later 
than November 23 (end of 
PP23) to ensure that you can 
have your leave restored, if it is 
cancelled.  Alternatively, 
consider donating some of your 
leave to union brothers and 
sisters who are in need of leave 
(list included near end of this 
newsletter). 

http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/telework/index.php


Help Wanted! 

The Union cannot function without members stepping up to assist in a variety of ways. Some union work 
involves skill in conflict management and negotiations.  Other work requires technical skills such as Excel, 
Outlook, and Word.  Check below to see if there are tasks you would be willing to assist with. 

Monitoring membership reports each pay period 
Time commitment:  About 1 hour/pp on your own time 
Skills needed:  Microsoft Excel 
Tasks:  Review and format the report for posting and use by all Locals.  Identify changes, and determine 
if the changes comply with the Master Agreement. 

Updating email list of all members 
Time commitment:  About 1 hour/pp on your own time 
Skills needed:  Microsoft Excel and Outlook 
Tasks:  Review the list that the Union gets from management to identify changes and update an Excel 
spreadsheet with all member addresses. 

Assisting with this newsletter 
Time commitment:  About 4 hours/month on your own time 
Skills needed:  Microsoft Word and writing/editing skills 
Tasks:  Receive and format articles from the NFFE FSC Executive Board and Committees for inclusion in 
the newsletter.  Collect other news stories that may be of interest to the bargaining unit.  If possible, 
develop news stories about the most important issues happening in the Council each month. 

Negotiations Committee 
We are currently looking for 3 union members to serve on Forest 
Service Council Negotiations Committee.  The Negotiations Committee 
is under the jurisdiction of the President of the Forest Service Council 
(FSC).  The Committee, through the Chairperson, reports directly to 
the President and the Executive Board regarding management 
proposals, Committee deliberations, recommendations, problems and 
decisions. We ask that those interested to have gone through or are 
willing to take Forest Service Collective Bargaining Training. 
Interested individuals please email Negotiations Chairperson Shawn 
Patterson at shawnpatterson@fs.fed.us 

IAM to form Machinists Veterans Council 

David Shanley-Dillman, NFFE-FSC-Veterans Program Committee Chairman, attended the IAM Veterans 
Services Program training in October. During the training, a Steering Committee to help form the IAM 
Veterans Council was formed. The mission of the IAM Veterans Council will be to gather and help address 
Union veterans’ issues as well as share vital information with Union veterans. The IAM Veterans Council will 
be comprised of three members from each region to include NFFE and will have a conference at the WW 
Winpisinger Center in the summer of 2019. 

Donate for members and Federal employees affected by disasters: 

If you would like to help union members or Federal employees affected by disasters, including the recent 
hurricanes in the southeast, consider donating to the IAM Disaster Relief Fund and the Federal Employees 
Education and Assistance Fund.  You may also donate to FEEA through your CFC Donation. 

• https://www.goiam.org/departments/headquarters/community-services/disaster-relief/iam-disaster-relief-fund/ 
• https://connect.clickandpledge.com/w/Form/3778befc-e387-459c-818b-a7c91861f2b0 

mailto:shawnpatterson@fs.fed.us
https://www.goiam.org/departments/headquarters/community-services/disaster-relief/iam-disaster-relief-fund/
https://connect.clickandpledge.com/w/Form/3778befc-e387-459c-818b-a7c91861f2b0


NFFE FSC Executive Board Decisions 
The decisions below were made at the September and October 2018 NFFE-FSC Executive Board monthly 
meetings. 

Appointments of Representatives 

Council representative for the Civil Rights realignment/reorganization 
Nancy Soriano (CVP, R10) 

Council Negotiations Committee  
Sean Thomas (CVP WO) and Shawn Stanford (CVP R4) 

Weather, Safety, and Leave Negotiations 
Lead Negotiator – Sean Thomas (CVP WO); Negotiators - Teresa Villalobos (FL2200) and Shawn 
Stanford (CVP R4), Shawn Patterson (GVP) 

Performance Management Departmental Regulation Negotiations:   
Lead Negotiator – Renee Crawford; Negotiators - Jessica Farrow (FL2197), Eric Pullium (CVP R8), and 
Shawn Patterson (GVP) 

Financial Decisions 

Reimbursement of Expenses for one official to attend NFFE Organizing & Strategic Meeting  
Authorization to pay travel expenses and lost wages for recruiting effort for NFFE Local 1968 

Regional Reports from NFFE FSC Vice Presidents 
(Terri Anderson, R01; Gerard Sandoval, R02; Max Alonzo, R03; Shawn Stanford, R04; Dave Alicea, R05; 
Lisa Wolfe, R06; Eric Pullium, R08; Robin McCartney; Nancy Soriano, R10; Beverly Tobin Ford, CCC: 
Val Nelson, R&D; and Sean Thomas, WO.) 

Region 1 – Terri Anderson – Training update and Positive Work Environment 

R1 CVP Terri Anderson is working with Local Presidents, FSC President Melissa Bauman and FSC 
Communications Chair (title) Debbie Kaufman to schedule some form of Basic Steward training in Region 
One next spring during the first two weeks in April.  NFFE Local Lodge 1295 Sec-Treasurer Gerry Ann 
Howlett is taking the lead to help organize these efforts, which will make it easier for local members to 
access the training.  We are kicking around ideas for locations including Missoula MT, Kalispell MT, Eureka 
MT and Coeur d'Alene ID. If you are a new member (or one who has been around awhile and not involved), 
we encourage you to come check out the training and consider how you can get involved.  Region One has 
fantastic Local Presidents who have stepped up and represented the interests of Bargaining Unit Employees 
throughout the Northern Region. 

Terri is working with R1 Labor Relations Specialist Kris Cahoon and R1 Local Presidents to find a date and 
time to finalize the latest version of the Region One Positive Work Environment MOU/Agreement before the 
end of the year. Stay tuned for more info on this effort as we continue to try and hold on to our Region One 
Union-Labor Relations heritage.   

Region 6 – Lisa Wolfe – MA Training and Space Wars 

Lisa completed the last of Master Agreement sessions for R6 the week of Sept 17th, on the Willamette 
NF.  The 3 sessions were well attended, and a LOT of questions were asked.  That’s great as employees were 
very interested in learning their rights per the Master Agreement.  What you also need to remember, is that 
these rights are dynamic.  If we don’t continue to fight for them, they will disappear.  We have begun to 
see this already as employees are not vigilant in enforcing the contract.  It’s up to you. 



Many forget that all units in R6 are organized (that’s 20 bargaining units, 17 units); it has taken a while to 
get to them all.  Except – we didn’t get to them all.  Sessions will not be held on the Umatilla NF.  This is 
the one forest that will not get the training as, as LR has decided they are done presenting sessions in the 
region.  The Master Agreement states that MA training will be done jointly; if there is no presenter from the 
other side there won’t be training.  So that’s where we are.   

We continue to wrangle space in R6.  As stated in an 
earlier update, in June the Union received a notice to 
negotiate implementation of the FS manual space 
policy.  Note that all that was offered to negotiate was 
“implementation” of the change, not what the change 
would be. The FS policy stipulates 36 ft2 workspaces for 
all employees.  The negotiated Region 6 Space Policy 
agreed to 80 ft2 per employee.  The Union is working on 
this, and fighting to maintain fair and reasonable 
workspace for employees in the work place.  But we need 
your help.  Talk with your Local rep and let them know 
what you think. Also ask how you can help.  The Union is 
all of us.  If no one participates, the Union is nothing. 

Region 9 – Robin McCartney – Help with Harassment Complaints, PPPs, and Performance 

I’ve been busy assisting bargaining unit employees with new or ongoing complaints filed with the harassment 
reporting center or Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). I’ve given advice on where else to 
seek additional information on the topic of filing complaints and what 
to expect as they go through the process. I’ve also provided guidance 
on how to write up a complaint statement that clearly details the 
harassment or discrimination incident that they are reporting.  

I’ve provided advice to an R9 Local on the process for filing a 
complaint with the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) concerning a 
prohibited personnel practice violation.  

It’s once again time for end of the year performance plan review and 
the creation of next year’s plan, so this is a good time for employees 
to remember that they have a role in the process. Forest Service 
Handbook (FSH) 6109.13 Chapter 10 gives guidance on performance 
plan requirements, employees role in development of their plan, and 
details on how to create measures that are SMART (Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and reasonable, and Time-bound). 
Your supervisor is responsible for ensuring that the meaning of 
performance plan elements, standards associated with them, and the 
measures written are clearly understood by their employees (Section 
10.43 item 5). Do you understand the meanings for these items in 
your performance plan? Do you know what is expected of you to 
achieve a fully successful or exceeds? Don’t let your supervisor assume 
you do by staying quiet during creation of your plan. Ask for 
clarification!  

Last, I’ve been answering questions from locals and employees about 
the recently signed Telework MOU. 

 

 

Savings on Auto Insurance 

Union members are now 
eligible for special savings on 
auto and home* insurance 
through SnapQuote® offered 
by MetLife Auto & Home® — 
your single source for finding 
the right coverage, at the right 
price, from the right carrier. 

• Multiple trusted, highly-
rated insurance providers 

• Competitive prices 
• Simple and fast 
• Savings from bundled 

auto and home coverage 

Benefits for Union 
Members 

GET A FREE 
ONLINE 
QUOTE 

http://snapquoteinsurance.com/?MDRefCode=metlife-snapquote-DJ7
http://snapquoteinsurance.com/?MDRefCode=metlife-snapquote-DJ7
http://snapquoteinsurance.com/?MDRefCode=metlife-snapquote-DJ7


Region 10 – Nancy Soriano – R10 Partnership Council Abolished and other activities 

• Attended the Labor Management Partnership Council which was the last meeting of the Council due 
to it being suspended effective October 1, 2018.  The Council agree to continue to work together for 
a positive environment for all Region 10 employees, recognizing that there will be a different way of 
accomplishing our work projects/topics.   

• Met with other Council VPs to discuss NEBTAG which is composed of the National Explosives Program 
Manager, and all Regional Blaster-Examiners and Regional Blaster Coordinators.  NEBTAG will be 
chaired by the National Explosives Program Manager. Ancillary membership is comprised of the 
Directors of Engineering, Homeland Security, Occupational Health and Safety, the National Winter 
Sports Program Manager, and the Regional Engineers.  CVP Wolfe is the lead on this subject and is 
reviewing draft handbook language on the change in membership of the group. Specifically, the 
removal of “The National Technical Development Center (NTDC) personnel at Missoula are left out of 
the membership, although they have been members since the groups inception.”   

• Attended the Tongass Civil Rights Advisory Group for two days    
• Attended the Administrative Management Council  
• Responded to a multitude of questions on Telework from concerned bargaining unit employees. 

Leave Recipients 
Please support the union members below by donating annual leave to assist them through a difficult spot.  
It’s the least their union brothers and sisters can do for them! 

NFFE Local 2195 President Sandra Carpenter underwent major surgery in May, and she 
will be off work for several months while she undergoes rehab, further assessments, and 
testing.  She will need to be evaluated again by a physician in order to be cleared for full 
activity when she returns to work. 

NFFE Local 2196 member Jeri Corbitt is suffering from severe lower extremity 
radiculopathy with bilateral disc herniation which cause her such pain that she is unable 
to sit up.  She is facing surgery to help improve her quality of life. 

NFFE Local 2165 Chief Steward for RO Leon Lavigne started having stomach and intestinal problems in 
January 2018.  The intestinal problems have gotten worse and the doctors can't find the cause of the 
problems.   

NFFE Local 276 member Steve Mauch had heart surgery on Wednesday July 11, 2018.  I will be on 
lifting restrictions and sternal precautions for twelve weeks. Case # 1764255 

NFFE Local 2198 President April Moore I am having back surgery on May 14, 2018 to fuse vertebrae to 
alleviate the pain form a damaged disc.  I will be off work for approximately 3 months, with an anticipated 
exhaustion of leave approximately June 15, 2018.  While I may be able to telework later on during recovery I 
will be in need of donated leave until I am able to return to work full-time.  Any assistance is greatly 
appreciated. 

NFFE Local 1968 member Christine Pyle is assisting her husband following a stroke in January 2018.  His 
condition is such that he needs daily care and assistance as he continues with therapy and rehabilitation to 
regain muscular control, speech control and general mobility.  She expects this care to be needed for 
approximately 10 - 12 months. 

More information is available at: http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/leave/index.php#four (then click on Program 
Information).   

• If there are other Union members who are in need of leave, please send the information to: 
communications-fsc-nffe@outlook.com 

http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/hrm/leave/index.php#four
mailto:communications-fsc-nffe@outlook.com


What we are Reading and Watching 

FS Sexual Harassment in the news, again  
https://www.nbcnews.com/dateline/video/under-fire-1311215683836?v=raila  

Firefighters Face Certain Risk for Uncertain Rewards 

Union member Hoby Miller was interviewed in this article that talks about the compensation and disparities 
in compensation for employees who are working side-by-side on the fireline. https://www.bna.com/firefighters-
face-certain-n73014482013/  

Public and Civil Service 

• The Gutting of the Federal Civil Service (interview with author) 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/michael-lewis-traces-the-gutting-of-the-civil-service-under-trump  

• Think Tanks and Public Service  
http://www.apwu.org/news/deptdiv-news-article/heritage-foundation-think-tank-mission-destroy-public-postal-service  

• Civil Service Reform – National Academy for Public Administration (NAPA) 
NAPA has published a two-part study of possible Civil Service reforms.  These may serve as a 
template for reforms that we may see in future executive orders, regulations, or changes in law: 
Part 1:  https://www.napawash.org/uploads/Academy_Studies/No-Time-to-Wait_Building-a-Public-Service-for-the-21st-
Century.pdf  
Part 2: https://www.napawash.org/uploads/Academy_Studies/NTTW2_09192018_WebVersion.pdf  

Unions and wages 
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/07/oecd-study-labor-
conditions-confirms-that-u-s-workers-are-getting-ripped-off.html  

Firefighting and Fatigue 
https://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-
news/index.ssf/2018/09/study_shows_health_reaction-ti.html  

Effect of FS Budget Cuts on Communities 
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-
analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/09/19/towns-pick-up-the-tab-for-us-forest-
service-staff 

Prosecution of Labor Unions 
http://labor411.org/411-blog/trump-administration-orders-nlrb-staff-to-step-up-prosecution-of-labor-unions/ 

 

https://www.nbcnews.com/dateline/video/under-fire-1311215683836?v=raila
https://www.bna.com/firefighters-face-certain-n73014482013/
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https://www.napawash.org/uploads/Academy_Studies/No-Time-to-Wait_Building-a-Public-Service-for-the-21st-Century.pdf
https://www.napawash.org/uploads/Academy_Studies/No-Time-to-Wait_Building-a-Public-Service-for-the-21st-Century.pdf
https://www.napawash.org/uploads/Academy_Studies/NTTW2_09192018_WebVersion.pdf
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http://labor411.org/411-blog/trump-administration-orders-nlrb-staff-to-step-up-prosecution-of-labor-unions/
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